
1) The leader of the Doozer community on Fraggle Rock had this profession, and he took Cotterpin
Doozer as an apprentice. This was the profession of Mike Brady, the patriarch of The Brady Bunch.
Elyse holds down this profession on Family Ties, and used that position to (*) remodel the WKS
building. For 10 points, name this profession, one of the many bogus ones supposedly held by Art
Vandelay; the profession of Ted Mosbey on How I Met Your Mother, even if you don’t actually see him
design any buildings.
ANSWER: Architect <Brad>

2) One variant of this game is called “blue and gray” and revolves around moving a certain piece to the
center of the board first. It’s not Fanorono, but Alquerque is usually considered to be a parent of this
game. Jonathan Schaeffer (*) “solved” this game, proving that neither side can force a victory with
perfect play. This game’s Russian variant is played on a 10 x 10 board and in England it’s called
“draughts.” For 10 points, name this board game played with round disks who might “double jump” and
“get kinged.”
ANSWER: Checkers [accept Draughts before mentioned] <Brad>

3) A 2018 expansion of this 2003 rule was constructed with help from the The Fritz Pollard Alliance. In
2003, the Detroit Lions were fined $200,000 for violating this rule. Tom Flores and Art Shell were two
people to get hired before this rule’s enforcement. This rule was created as a response to the firing (*)
of Dennis Green and Tony Dungy [[DUHN-gee]], and Johnny Cochran released a study proving that a
certain group was less likely to be hired as a coach. For 10 points, name this rule requiring teams to
interview a minority for coaching jobs, named for a former Steelers owner.
ANSWER: Rooney Rule [or equivalents, like a description, before said] <Brad>

4) In this song’s video, the band trudges through crowds of ravers and goths with their equipment only
at the end to play this song for a single clapping monkey. During an interview, singer Sean Nelson
called this song, which he wrote, “garbage” just like all popular culture. The narrator brags about
“not (*) having a TV” and about wanting to “publish ‘zines [[ZEEHNS]] and “rage against machines.” The
chorus repeats lines like “I’m not sick but I’m not well/And I'm so hot 'cause I'm in hell.” For 10 points,
name this song named for a 1920s fad by Harvey Danger.
ANSWER: “Flagpole Sitta”

5) This restaurant was popularized by Ron Hudspeth and Lewis Grizzard in the 1980s, when it also
served as an antique store and as adult entertainment. The snowstorm called “Snow Jam 82”
popularized this business when they offered $1 drinks to the trapped drivers. This (*) Darden business
sells a hamburger cheese dip called the “Cowboy Queso” and sells the “Outlaw Ribeye.” This steakhouse
offers the “Texas Tonion” and the “Chocolate Stampede” to go with its usual western theming. For 10
points, name this steakhouse whose name implies a type of cow, or a University of Texas fan.
ANSWER: LongHorn Steakhouse <Brad>

6) In a 2019 song from Clarity, pop artist Kim Petras says “you should hit [her] up/you got” this thing.
Wiz Khalifa repeats the line “Time is money so I went and bought a Rolex (bought a Rolex)” in the
chorus of a song named for this thing. A song titled for this type of sequence from the 1980s asks
“who can (*) I turn to” and tells the central girl “you’re the girl for me.” For 10 points, name this sequence
of numbers that partially names a Tommy Tutone song about Jenny.
ANSWER: Phone Number [Accept My Number; Accept Her Number; Accept 867-5309 prompt on
partial answers]



7) In The Wild Thornberrys, Darwin is terrified of this substance that causes Eliza to lose her shoe. The
main cast of Foster’s Home for Imaginary Friends is saved from this substance by bees. On the (*)
Tarzan TV show, a giant snake is killed by this substance, and Mythbusters proved that this substance
doesn't work like its regular TV portrayal. On Doctor Who, a Hath has to sacrifice himself so that this
substance won’t kill Martha. For 10 points, name this substance that appears in a lot of jungle episodes of
TV shows, requiring someone to throw you a vine to get out.
ANSWER: Quicksand <Brad>

8) In The Simpsons episode “Spin-off Showcase,” Lisa’s refusal to take part in a variety show led to her
being replaced by a person who does this sport. A girl who does this sport named Megan is outed as a
lesbian by her friends and her parents at an intervention, with things like eating (*) Tofu and having
Melissa Etheridge posters used as evidence of her homosexuality. The phrase “Save [this person], save the
world” is often repeated during the TV series Heroes. For 10 points, name this sport that is the central to
the Bring It On franchise.
ANSWER: Cheerleading

9) [Moderator note (the ones you don’t read out loud)--If someone says “calling a timeout,” prompt them by
asking “what was the timeout important”]
In the 1976 “Greatest Game Ever Played” between the Celtics and Suns, Paul Westphal intentionally
did this action, to move the ball with one second left. In that same game, the Celtics won after the refs
missed Paul Silas doing this action. A referee missed David Blatt taking this action, saving the
Cavaliers in the 2015 playoffs against the Bulls. BleacherReport (*) called Chris Webber taking this
action “the worst moment in March Madness history” after it cost the Fab Five a championship. For 10
points, name this action where a team illegally tries to stop the clock, losing possession and giving
freethrows.
ANSWER: Calling a timeout when you have no timeouts [moderator discretion, but accept anything that
says “timeout” and implies either that they had none or got a technical foul for it] <Brad>

10) This movie was Hans Zimmer’s first Hollywood score. One character in this movie guessed that a
chocolate bar would cost “about 100” dollars. When this film was used for in-flight entertainment,
many airlines cut out descriptions of airline crash statistics, but (*) Qantas [[KWAHN-tahs]] once
promoted this film’s writers to first-class. The titular character in this movie was modeled on Kim Peek,
who was gifted the Oscar for best actor, and always knew exactly how many people had held it. For 10
points, name this movie directed by Barry Levinson, about a selfish car dealer and his autistic-savant
brother Raymond.
ANSWER: Rain Man <Brad>

11) This man’s son was a professional boxer whose title hopes were ruined by first-round losses to Larry
Holmes and Mike Tyson. This boxer held the heavyweight title from 1970 to 1973 after defeating
Jimmy Ellis and lost that title to George (*) Foreman. While this boxer only lost to two men, he capped
his career with a draw against Floyd Cummings. This man, who lost the “Thrilla in Manilla,” after being
called a “gorilla” by Ali, suggested that Ali’s parkinsons was divine retribution. For 10 points, name this
boxer, nicknamed "Smokin' Joe," who fought Muhammed Ali 3 times.
ANSWER: Joe Frazier <Brad>

12) At the end of an episode of Spaced, Daisy repeats this word and dances around in a performance art
piece, mimicking an earlier act by a transgender clown. In 1887 London, a detective with this name
encounters figures like the “Brick Man” and protects Prince Hector of Bulgaria in a British TV



sitcom. These creatures star in a mock sitcom written and directed by (*) David Lynch. In Dragon
Ball, Son Goku sends one of these creatures that has been turning people into carrots to the moon. For 10
points, name these creatures examples including Roger and Bugs.
ANSWER: Rabbits

13) In amateure boxing, RSCO and RSCOS rulings are made if this rule is invoked. In collegiate
wrestling, this rule results in a “Technical fall” decision. College football’s rule 3-2-2-a creates this
rule, and was most recently invoked in the 2018 match between Georgia and (*) Austin Peay [[PEE]].
In high school basketball, in many states, a “straight running clock” is instituted to approximate this rule,
and Connecticut high school football suspended coaches for 50 point leads, in an attempt to approximate
this rule. For 10 points, name this rule that would end a game earlier than scheduled if one team is losing
badly.
ANSWER: Mercy Rule <Brad>

14) Baby Face is often seen as the catalyst for this system that Life Magazine parodied in a pinup titled
“Thou Shalt Not,” that attempted to break every rule in this system. Joseph Breen enforced this set
of rules, named for a former Postmaster General, that (*) banned actions like lockpicking and
discussing miscegenation. This set of rules was replaced by the MPAA rating system, after the success of
films like Some Like It Hot, which did not receive the Seal of Approval. For 10 points, name this code of
strict rules that governed Hollywood films from 1934 to 1968.
ANSWER: Hays Code (Or Motion Picture Production Code) <Brad>

15) Robert F. Diggs created the concept for this album while touring two pyramids and wanted to make
music that would “withstand the sands of time.” This album’s longest tracks are "Ethiopia" and
“Centipedes" and it was produced by Cilvaringz. There was a promise to release this album for free
if (*) Donald Trump were elected, but instead it was seized by the feds and was sold by the government in
July of 2021.  Sold with a $55,000 speaker, this album was purchased by Martin Shkreli [[SHKREH-lee]].
For 10 points, name this Wu-Tang album that only had one copy produced ever.
ANSWER: Once Upon a Time in Shaolin <Brad>

16) This person has a flashback about getting lessons from Bruce Lee while he was a martial arts advisor
on a Dean Martin film. Shortly before attending the theater, this person puts in an order for Tess of
the D’urbervilles for her director husband. This woman puts her (*) feet up and watches her own
performance in the 1969 film, The Wrecking Crew. This woman lives next door to Rick Dalton, a washed
up actor, who is attacked by three knife wielding hippies. For 10 points, name this pregnant woman that
wasn’t murdered by Manson acolytes in Once Upon a Time… in Hollywood.
ANSWER: Sharon Tate [Accept either]

17) Joel Fagliano creates the “mini” form of the most famous ones of these things. A computer named
Doctor Fill competes in the national championship for these things every year and people who could
solve these things very quickly were once invited to Bletchley Park . The “weekday” version of these
things is normally (*) 15 by 15 though the weekend version might be 25 by 25. The “cryptics” form of
these things often include anagrams and homophones, and Will Shortz creates these things for the New
York Times. For 10 points, name these word games that involve clues at “5 down” and “7 across,”
ANSWER: Crossword Puzzles <Brad>

18) In Luigi’s Mansion, Garbage Can Ghosts throw these items that can be sucked up by Luigi’s vacuum.
In Mother 3, Yokuba is presumed dead after falling off a tower, after stepping on one of these things.



In Mario Kart 64, you could (*) trail five of these items behind you, or drop them on the ground in-place,
and they cause opposing players to spin out. For 10 points, name these things that cause characters to slip in
video games, a protective skin around a curved yellow fruit.
ANSWER: Banana Peel <Brad>

19) One person living in this structure insists that the family received "fever 'n' ague" after eating a bad
watermelon, causing Doctor Tan to visit this structure. One family lived in this structure before The
Banks of Plum Creek and Mr. Edwards neighbors this structure that houses (*) Charles, Caroline, and
Carrie. The house in the big woods was sold in order to purchase this structure near Independence, Kansas,
and it had to be vacated because it was on Osage [[oh-SAH-geh]] land. For 10 points, name this building,
the most famous childhood home of Laura Ingalls Wilder.
ANSWER: The Little House on the Prairie [or anything denoting that it was the house Laura Ingalls
Wilder wrote the book about, before she’s named] <Brad>

20) When a horse on this show is told that, because he’s a talking horse, he can do whatever he wants, he
declares that he wants to steal. One character on this show continually tries to name a frog things like
Kitty, George Washington, and Dr. Cucumber. The two (*) main boys abandon the bird Beatrice after
finding out that Adelaide wanted to enslave them. For 10 points, Elijah Wood voices Wirt for all 10
episodes of this very good Cartoon Network mini series about two boys who enter “The Unknown” after
traversing the titular structure at a cemetary.
ANSWER: Over the Garden Wall <Brad>



1) One episode in a book recounts how this boy would hoard Taco Bell products like Mexican Pizza in his
family’s refrigerator. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this one time NFL lineman who is the primary topic of Michael Lewis’s The Blindside: The
Evolution of the Game.
ANSWER: Michael Oher [[OHR]]
[10] This coach of Oher at Briarcrest HS went on to become a scandalous coach who hired escorts for
either his players or himself. Of course, that means Liberty University immediately hired him.
ANSWER: Hugh Freeze
[10] This collegiate coach of Oher at Ole Miss is portrayed as hardly intelligible in the book, The Blind
Side. He later won a National Championship Championship with LSU in 2020.
ANSWER: Ed Orgeron

2) Given the 3 highest rated episodes of a TV show (according to IMDB), name the show, for 10 points each;
[10] “The City on the Edge of Forever,” “Mirror Mirror,” and “Balance of Terror.”
ANSWER: Star Trek
[10] “The Spanish Inquisition,” “Full Frontal Nudity,” and “Spam.”
ANSWER: Monty Python’s Flying Circus
[10] “The Deadly Attachment,” “Branded,” and “Never Too Old.”
ANSWER: Dad’s Army <Brad>

3) You may have logged 400 hours of this game while self-isolating. Or you may have played 400 hours of
this game in public. Name this Nintendo game that was the only notable event in March and April of 2020.
[10] Subtitled “New Horizons,” that game is the fifth in the main sequence of this series that has “lovable”
Tom Nook, the greedy industrialist, and Blathers, who probably eats the bugs you give him.
ANSWER: Animal Crossing
[10] This currency, introduced in New Horizons, can be earned by doing things like traveling or exploring
the deserted island, and lets you use a tool ring or find new hairstyles. It won’t let you pay off student loans
apparently.
ANSWER: Nook Miles
[10] This annual spring event falls on Easter and allows you to trade some of the zillions of eggs for items
like flooring or a TV. The titular “Zipper” animal is pretty creepy.
ANSWER: Bunny Day <Brad>

4) In baseball, when players are traded for “a player to be named later,” the player to be named later usually
doesn’t turn out to be a star. But occasionally they do. For 10 points each;
[10] In 1996, the Mariners traded this player as a “player to be named later.” Nicknamed “Big Papi,” this
designated hitter would go on to win 3 World Series with the Red Sox and set the Sox home run record.
ANSWER: David Ortiz
[10] The Cardinals traded this man as a player to be named later. This man also won a World Series with
the Red Sox. He got his nickname when his little sister thought he looked like a character from a cereal
box.
ANSWER: Coco Crisp [Or Covelli Crisp but be annoyed by them]
[10] In 2004, this player was named the third best athlete in any sport ever by ESPN, who was clearly
drunk. This man was arrested after a game for killing a seagull with the ball and once was traded for “a
player to be named later,” which turned out to be a nice steak dinner for the Twin’s GM.
ANSWER: Dave Winfield <Brad>



5) Billie Joe Armstrong once said “fuck [this band]. These guys are totally spreading rumors.” For 10 points
each:
[10] Name this synth pop band who covered The Misfits “Teenager from Mars” on their debut, Money
Money 2020.
ANSWER: The Network
[10] Okay, okay, the Network are actually this band under aliases like The Snoo and Balducci. They first hit
it big with the album Dookie, includings its songs “Welcome to Paradise” and “Basket Case.”
ANSWER: Green Day
[10] Dookie was followed by this 1995 album which included the songs “Geek Stink Breath” and “Brain
Stew.”
ANSWER: Insomniac

6) From The Bad Samaritan to Phosphorus Rex, well… Batman villains usually kind of suck. Name a few
members of the Batman family rogues gallery who haven’t appeared in any live-action Batman movies yet,
for 10 points each;
[10] This character, the first villain to discover Batman’s secret identity, is a psychiatrist at Arkham in some
timelines. Don’t answer with a Doctor in the Marvel universe.
ANSWER: Hugo Strange [accept either. Don’t take “Doctor Strange” because there’s no timeline where
he’s an actual doctor]
[10] While primarily an enemy of Green Lantern, this man fought most members of the Justice League
between 1941 and 1945, along with fellow Comic Book villains Tojo and Mussolini.
ANSWER: Adolf Hitler
[10] Basil Karlo, Matt Hagen, and Preston Payne, among others, are transformed into this shapeshifter who
originally had to return to his pool of protoplasmic jelly every five hours to maintain his powers.
ANSWER: Clayface <Brad>

7) Let’s talk about the brief and wondrous Hollywood career of Louise Rainer. For 10 points each:
[10] Rainer won back to back Best Actress Awards for The Great Ziegfeld and this adaptation of a 1930s
novel, portraying the non-white character O-lan.
ANSWER: The Good Earth
[10] Louise Rainer had a short lived marriage with this writer whose “The Flowering Peach” lost out the
Pulitzer Prize to Cat on a Hot Tin Roof. He also wrote the screenplay to and directed None But The Lonely
Heart.
ANSWER: Clifford Odets
[10] Louise Rainer was an actress born in this country. Marlene Dietrich was also born here.
ANSWER: Germany

8) Pitchfork has some poorly written reviews, especially in its early years. For 10 points each:
[10] Brent DiCrescenzo writes “The experience and emotions tied to listening to” this band’s “Kid A are
like witnessing the stillborn birth of a child while simultaneously having the opportunity to see her play in
the afterlife on IMAX.”
ANSWER: Radiohead
[10] Framed as a summer report, another review by Mr. Crescenzo spends four paragraphs talking nonsense
before he even begins to review this alt metal/prog rock group’s album Lateralus. That album by this band
includes the song “Schism.”
ANSWER: Tool
[10] A Pitchfork review for this album is framed as an open letter to Ralph Nader. The writer, Marc Hogan,
goes on to make fun of songs on this album like “State of the Union” and “Swing Life Away.”



ANSWER: Siren Song of the Counter Culture

9) James Garner refused this role as he called it “too Tennessee Williams.” For 10 points each:
[10] Name this 1964 film about the disgraced Reverend T. Lawrence Shannon becoming a tour guide leader
taking a bus load of Baptists to Mexico, only to be accused of seducing the young Charlotte Goodall by a
spinster lesbian.
ANSWER: Night of the Iguana
[10] Night of the Iguana is directed by this man, who also directed The Maltese Falcon.
ANSWER: John Huston
[10] Unsurprisingly, the young temptress Charlotte Goodall was played by the typecasted actress Sue Lyon,
better known for playing this title Nabakov character in an adaptation by Stanley Kubrick.
ANSWER: Lolita [prompt on “Charlotte Haze”]

10) When I first wrote this bonus, there were three Hall of Fame NFL Head Coaches who never coached a Hall
of Fame quarterback. For 10 points each;
[10] Now there are two. Tony Dungy was bounced from their ranks when this legendary gunslinger got into
The Hall. This Colt and Bronco has a record 5 MVPs and a pair of Super Bowl rings.
ANSWER: Peyton Manning [prompt on “Manning”]
[10] Name either of the other two Hall of Fame Head Coaches who never coached a Hall of Fame QB.
ANSWER: Bill Parcells or Joe Gibbs
[10] Gibbs, a quirky offensive guru and 3-time Daytona-500 Champion, won three Super Bowls with
Washington with three different quarterbacks. Name any two of them.
ANSWER: [2 of] Joe Theismann or Doug Williams or Mark Rypien <Brad>

11) Let’s talk about Cristin Miloti’s time on television. For 10 points each:
[10] She played this mysterious title character, the love of Ted Moseby, on a CBS series, who could be
spotted with a yellow umbrella.
ANSWER: The Mother [Accept Tracy McConnell]
[10] Miloti plays Maggie Mitchell in this anthology series about the tribulations of New Yorkers, based on
a weekly article in the New York Times. She deals with an unplanned pregnancy and a non-committal lover
in the first episode.
ANSWER: Modern Love
[10] She plays a stockbroker named Whitney in a recurring role on this series, with the title OB/GYN
dating men like the Glenn Howerton played Heathcliff and the BJ Novak played Jamie.
ANSWER: The Mindy Project

12) Name some of the all-time great playoff performances in NBA history, for 10 points each
[10] This athlete iced the Jazz, once again, during the so-called “flu-game” where he technically died,
according to Clickhole. This athlete put up 38 points before collapsing into Scottie Pippen’s arms.
ANSWER: Michael Jordan
[10] In 1962, this Los Angeles player put up more than 40 points and nearly 18 rebounds per game in a
losing effort to Boston. After Jordan and Chamberlain, he’s third all-time in NBA history in points per
game.
ANSWER: Elgin Baylor
[10] This player dropped 55 points in a playoff game against the Denver Nuggets, after dropping a playoff
record 12 3’s, in a 2021 play game. He and Clyde Drexler are the only two in team history with 6 all-star
appearances.
ANSWER: Damien Lillard <Brad>



13) This actress starred in Chloe and Theo, a bizarre film about her assisting an Inuit man navigate New York
that made all of 500 dollars total at the box office from its one showing in Portugal. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this actress and daughter of Melanie Griffith who played a bit role as a Stanford co-ed who
Shaun Parker sleeps with. She also plays Emily Summerspring in the film Bad Times at the El Royale.
ANSWER: Dakota Johnson
[10] Johnson is best known for playing Anastatia Steele in this series that started as Twilight fanfiction.
ANSWER: Fifty Shades of Grey
[10] Dakota Johnson, singer St. Vincent, and Carrie Brownstein all play themselves in this 2020
mockumentary about Annie Clark’s career.
ANSWER: Nowhere Inn

14) This Jake Aron produced album has a hook that says “It's all ash and dust/And I won't let you take me for a
ride.” For 10 points each:
[10] Name this debut LP by the artist Snail Mail, with the tracks “Pristine” and “Heat Wave.”
ANSWER: Lush
[10] In the song “West Coast,” this artist describes herself as “Lush.” She released Chemtrails over the
Country Club in 2021 and earlier Born to Die.
ANSWER: Lana Del Rey
[10] Snail Mail’s Habits EP ends with a cover of this artist’s “The 2nd Most Beautiful Girl in the World.”
This artist created the manga Princess Ai and named her daughter after actress Frances Farmer.
ANSWER: Courtney Love

15) Much of the filming for a movie about this sport was shot in the abandoned Bush Stadium, once home to
the Indianapolis Indians. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this sport that is the central subject of the film Eight Men Out, which is about the Black Sox
scandal during the 1919 World Series.
ANSWER: Baseball
[10] John Cusack portrays this man in Eight Men Out, the person the film frames as least culpable for the
scandal but who is still banned from Pro Baseball by Commissioner Landis.
ANSWER: Buck Weaver [Accept either]
[10] This actor played “Sleepy” Bill Burns in Eight Men Out. He also portrayed “The Boss” in Angels in
the Outfield and Judge Doom in Who Framed Roger Rabbit?
ANSWER: Christopher Lloyd

16) This is a pop bonus, so let’s talk about its sequel for 10 points each:
[10] Pop 2 is a mixtape by this artist that opens with “Backseat” featuring Carly Rae Jepsen. This artist
released How I’m Feeling Now in 2020, written completely during the COVID-19 quarantine. She was
bounced from the December 18th, 2021 episode of SNL for Omicron Variant concerns.
ANSWER: Charli XCX
[10] The final song, “Track 10,” was later reworked into “Blame It on Your Love” featuring this singer
who, in one high charting song, says she “just took a DNA test, turns out that [she] is 100% that bitch.”
ANSWER: Lizzo
[10] Much of the sound of Pop 2 comes from Charli enlisting the help of this producer known for founding
PC music. He produced Charli XCX’s 2019 album titled for herself in 2020 he released 7G.
ANSWER: A.G. Cook

17) Name some variants of a popular card game for 10 points each;



[10] Five Card Draw, Five Card Stud, and Omaha Hold ‘Em are variants of this card game that includes
straights, flushes, and full houses.
ANSWER: Poker
[10] Also known as Cantrell Draw, this variant is simple, so it’s taught to new people, but it’s rarely used in
casinos. Some people play so you can’t draw more than three cards, unless you hold an ace as the
remaining card.
ANSWER: Five Card Draw [do not accept “Five Card Stud”]
[10] This low-ball poker is designed to make you make the lowest hand with your cards, without straights
or flushes counting against you, so Ace-2-3-4-5 is the best hand. It’s often the 3rd game played in
H.O.R.S.E.
ANSWER: Razz <Brad>

18) This bonus just flew in, and boy are its arms tired! Name some stand up comedians for 10 points each;
[10] This comedian mostly makes jokes about Hot Pockets and other “foods” while offering high pitch 3rd
party commentary about his sets. This one-time Colonel Sanders wrote Dad is Fat and Food: A Love Story.
ANSWER: Jim Gaffigan
[10] This comedian brought the Cosby rape allegations to national attention during a 2014 set. In 2017 this
Angry Birds and Spider-man: No Way Home actor was arrested because he kept bugging a police officer to
call him an Uber.
ANSWER: Hannibal Buress
[10] This former Pentacostal preacher was a standup until his untimely 1992 death. This hard-drinking
conscience of Charlie Hoover was known for his bizarre howling screams in sets.
ANSWER: Sam Kinison <Brad>

19) In a display of horrendous vanity, name some actors and actresses who voice characters in Futurama for 10
points each;
[10] This actress voices Marianne, John Zoidberg’s eventual partner, in one of her earliest roles. She’s
equally well known for playing Daenerys Targaryen in 62 episodes of A Game of Thrones.
ANSWER: Emilia Clarke
[10] This actor voices Robot Santa in his first appearance, though John DiMaggio did it for all future
episodes. This actor also played Dan in Rosanne and Harling in Flight.
ANSWER: John Goodman
[10] In Bender’s Big Score, Kwanzaabot, voiced by Coolio, sings with Santa and Chanukah Zombie in one
weird mashup. Chanukah Zombie is voiced by this actor who also voiced Skips on Regular Show.
ANSWER: Mark Hamill <Brad>

20) Name some former college football players who are better known for other things, for 10 points each.
[10] This man played guard for Eureka College, in addition to swimming and running track. He’s better
known for firing striking air traffic controllers and being shot by John Hinckley.
ANSWER: Ronald Reagan
[10] While it was broken by Rashean Mathis, this defensive back set the record for most interceptions in a
season, 12, playing for Princeton. He later played Superman in Louis and Clark and Mark in God’s not
Dead.
ANSWER: Dean Cain
[10] This man won 17 games in 22 starts at quarterback for the UCLA Bruins. Since then, he’s appeared in
424 episodes of NCIS as Leroy Jethro Gibbs.
ANSWER: Mark Harmon <Brad>



21) Square Enix was totally out of money, and they made one last game. A fantasy game. Uncreatively, they
titled it “Final Fantasy” because their time was up and it was their last game. But the game sold so
unbelievably well that the studio was saved and we’ll get Final Fantasy XVI in 2022. Name some games
Square Enix made since that “final” game for 10 points each;
[10] This video game has Sora run around the Destiny Islands with Donald Duck and Goofy with the
Keyblade. In 2020, the tenth game in this game’s series, *it* III, finally came out.
ANSWER: Kingdom Hearts
[10] This video game was formerly known as True Crime: Hong Kong, but when Activision cancelled it,
Square Enix wound up making it. In this game, Wei Shen does cool parkour and infiltrates The Triad Gang.
ANSWER: Sleeping Dogs
[10] This android, with the scanner 9S, helps YoRHa war against the robots in Nier: Automata. This first
playable character in the game ultimately gives a sword to A2.
ANSWER: 2B <Brad>

22) Name some parodies of Jeopardy! on other TV shows for 10 points each;
[10] This TV show parodied Jeopardy! with "The Anything-in-the-World Prize Game," hosted by Guy
Smiley. Oscar the Grouch asked “who is this guy?” which was interpreted as a wrong answer.
ANSWER: Sesame Street
[10] On Family Guy, Adam West sends Alex Trebek back to the fifth dimension by tricking him into saying
this two word phrase. Contestant Jared Cohen emulated the bit on the show in 2007.
ANSWER: Kebert Xela
[10] Norm Macdonald has admitted that he ripped off this Canadian show’s “Half-Wits” sketch for the idea
of having three impossibly bad Jeopardy! contestants to make SNL’s “Celebrity Jeopardy.”
ANSWER: SCTV [or Second City Television] <Brad>


